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TOURISMO- FILIPINO INC.

Tourismo-Filipino Inc. stands for our 
genuine commitment to optimize 
tourism prospects in Southeast Asia. 
Tourismo-Filipino is based in Makati, 
Philippines.

We provide basic answers to the 
traveler's frequent question, “Where 
do I start?”. Exploring Asia is always 
described as very enriching and so our 
intrepid team of highly professional 
travel industry experts works 
round-the-clock to make it come true 
for our travelers. We are travel event 
planners and we serve to help you 
navigate the intricacies of your travel 
destinations. We welcome group or 
individual consultation, and offer cost 
effective local and ground coordina-
tion. We pledge to our travelers and 
corporate clientele the best destination 
deals in town with utmost considera-
tion for the ecological conservation 
aspect of travel.
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Our Services

• Tailor made packages
• Hotel & Resorts Accommodation
• Day Tours
• Leisure Packages
• Organized & Private Tours
• Ferry & Train Reservation(Inside budget packages)
• Cruises - Adventure cruise between islands

At Tourismo Filipino, we blend global insights
with local know-how to showcase the
Philippines in its truest essence. Positioned
in Makati City, our stature as a leading
Foreign & Filipino-owned, Destination
Management Company is born from
the harmonious union of international and
Filipino travel enthusiasts.

Our distinct specialty lies in our meticulously
crafted itineraries that span the expanse of
the Philippines. Whether you're seeking
bespoke tours from Luzon to Mindanao,
diving expeditions to hidden underwater
paradises, or urban excursions in bustling
cities such as Manila, Cebu, and Davao,
we have you covered.

Journey with us through mesmerizing
landscapes, from the iconic rice terraces to
the cascading Pagsanjan Falls and the
majestic Pinatubo Volcano. Indulge in urban
adventures in Manila and Cebu, and find
solace on world-renowned islands like
Boracay and Palawan, home to the enigmatic
underground river and the picturesque white
beaches.

El Nido, Palawan island
Private Island hopping trips in

Private trips in Small groups
MICE

Northbound Philippines trips

Diving packages

Shopping!



In these parts, we've yet to find sights that can rival 
the legendary Banaue Rice Terraces. Amazingly this 
Eighth Wonder of the World has been functioning 
as rice paddy terraces for the Igorot tribes living in 
the rugged North. These steps were carved out of 
mountains in prehistoric times using sheer brawn. 
With their fierce culture, even now the Igorots tend 
to the terraces and perform ancient rituals linked to 
the cosmic force that inspired their farming 
ancestors to build this sustainable technology - a 
truly original feat of engineering. The climate is 
cold owing to high altitude, and walking into the 
mist is almost like hearing breathy whispers from 
beyond. People are always coming to trek its cool 
trails. Maybe to fathom this 2,000-year old enigma. 
Or perhaps to meditate on the ancient belief that 
in trekking these stairways to heaven, they live out 
their own legend.

IFUGAO & MOUNTAIN PROVINCE 
for NATURE LOVERS

Besides Banaue rice terraces which have been 
honored by the Unesco World Heritage List are the 
Batad Rice Terraces, Mayoyao Rice Terraces, Hapao 
Rice Terraces and Kiangan Rice Terraces. The 
terraces are a lush green color in April and May. 
The gateway to the Mt. Province is Baguio City 
known for its pine trees and beautiful flowers. 
Beyond Banaue, there is a special place called 
Sagada, known for its coffee, mist-covered 
surroundings and the mystical hanging coffins.

Banaue Rice Terraces. The amazing Eighth 
Wonder of the World, has been functioning as 
rice paddy terraces for the Igorot tribes living in 
the rugged North.

These steps were carved out of mountains in 
prehistoric times using sheer brawn. With their 
fierce culture, even now the Igorots tend to the 
terraces and perform ancient rituals linked to 
the cosmic force that inspired their farming 
ancestors to build this sustainable technology - 
a truly original feat of engineering.

The climate is cold owing to high altitude,
and walking into the mist is almost like hearing 
breathy whispers from beyond. People are 
always coming to trek its cool trails. Maybe to 
fathom this 2,000-year old enigma. Or perhaps 
to meditate on the ancient belief that in trekking 
these stairways to heaven, they live out their own 
legend.

Packages that includes north trips
3 Days & 2 Nights
Manila - Banaue - Batad village / 
Hapao rice terraces - Sagada - Manila

10 Days & 9 Nights
Manila - Banaue - Batad village / 
Hapao rice terraces - Tagaytay - Pagsanjan - 
Boracay / Palawan - Manila

11 Days & 10 Nights
Manila - Baguio - Sagada - Banaue - Batad 
village / Hapao rice terraces - Manila - Tagaytay - 
Pagsanjan - Boracay / Palawan - Manila

6 Days & 5 Nights
Manila - Tuguegarao - Calao Cave - Lobo village

You may extend your
vacation for 12/13/16
days and more…



Tour A

El Nido (Palawan) tours - Private boat tours
Still not convinced that Palawan is the number 1 island in 
the world? Then hop from island to island at El Nido, the 
exotic island group north-east of Puerto Princesa. There 
are several island hopping routes offered in El Nido, each 
of them offers a different island experience but are all 
equally magnificent and are surely memorable! You can lie 
on the sand bars, ride a kayak in the Secret lagoon, swim 
and snorkel in the Hidden beach and many more with the 
hospitable tour guides to assist you. Not only are these 
island beautiful from above but also from down under. 
The diverse marine ecosystem under the clear waters on 
El Nido are as wonderful as the sights  on the islands.

El Nido Tour A : Lagoons & Beaches
This tour offers the marvelous beaches and stunning 
lagoons within the area of Bacuit Bay. Travelers will truly 
witness a piece of heaven and the splendor of El Nido.
Believed to have been caves millions of years ago before 
it crumbled down due to natural constant movement of 
the Earth, these crystal clear lagoons stand out for its 
remarkable limestone walls and diverse marine life.
Big Lagoon and Small Lagoon are also frequently visited 
for its astonishing natural rock formations.

Secret Lagoon- Unravel the beauty of this lagoon 
surrounded by limestone karst cliffs. If you have seen the 
movie “The Beach”, then you might see the resemblance 
in this island where the lagoon is situated.

Shimizu Island –This island highlights its limestone-cov-
ered cliffs where the popular bird’s nest is gathered by the 
locals to prepare as soup. Aside from its delicious flavor, 
the locals consider this as medicinal. While your meal is 
being arranged, bask in the sun or snorkel as there are 
coral reefs located near the shore.

Small Lagoon –Whether you pass through on board a 
kayak or swim through, be ready to be captivated with the 
Small Lagoon found on the cove of Miniloc Island. 
Another feature of the lagoon is in its limestone walls 
covered in wild orchids.

Big Lagoon –With its diverse marine life and sparkling 
waters, the big lagoon will surely fascinate you. Enjoy your 
cruise while on an outrigger boat.

Seven Commandos Beach –Named after the seven 
Japanese commandos who lived here after World War II, 
the island offers a long stretch of fine sandy beach.

Most recommended Private island hopping tours in El Nido,

Tour B
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In this whole day tour, be ready to explore the astonishing 
caves and coves in El Nido which has been blessed with 
magnificent islands and glorious beaches. Included in the 
tour is a visit to some of the most stunning coves in Bacuit 
Bay.

Pangalusian Island – Sun worshippers will have a grand 
time enjoying beach activities in this island which has a 
vast stretch of sandy beach. Located near the shoreline 
are beautiful coral reefs just begging to be explored.

Pinagbuyutan Island- Its pristine white sand is at the level 
with some of the world’s best beaches. With its crystal 
clear waters and amazing seascape, you definitely would 
want to stay much longer.

Vigan or Snake Island – During low tide, a natural 
S-shaped sandbar can be spotted off the shores. Hence it 
is also known as Snake Island which is situated near 
Pangulasian Island. When the sandspit is visible, its 
surrounding areas can be shallow swimming areas. And if 
you are up for a short trek, head to the hill in the nearby 
island and be rewarded by a spectacular seascape while 
your guides arrange a delicious meal.

Cadugnon Point and Cave - featuring the remains of a 
prehistoric settlement dating roughly 12,000 years ago, 
Archeologist have found human and animal remains as 
well as jewelry and pottery dating back to the Sung 
Dynasty (960-1279 CE) and evidence of cremation 
ceremonies that date back to 8,000 years ago. Anthropol-
ogists believe that the cave dwellers were from Borneo 
and travelled by foot across the ancient land bridge that 
used to connect Borneo and Palawan.

Pinasil Island and Cathedral Cave – This island’s special 
treat is in its cave which is accessible via small boat and 
kayak. Much likened to a cathedral, this cave has a hole at 
its peak where enough sunlight can pass through and 
illuminates the nippy interior of the cave.

CAVES & COVES

Big Lagoon  –With its diverse marine life and sparkling
waters, the big lagoon will surely fascinate you. Enjoy your
cruise while on an outrigger boat.

Seven Commandos Beach  –Named after the seven
Japanese commandos who lived here after World War II,
the island offers a long stretch of fine sandy beach.

Pangulasian Island

Papaya Beach - offers a serene escape with its powdery
white sand, clear turquoise waters, and lush surroundings.
Perfect for swimming and snorkeling, it's a tranquil,
picturesque haven away from crowds.



Tour C

Tour D
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Did you know that some scenes from the recent 
action-packed film “Bourne Legacy” were taken from the 
beautiful islands of Matinloc and Dilumacad in El Nido?

Get ready to explore these islands and its pristine 
beaches. Aside from these natural wonders, be in awe 
with El Nido’s abundant and thriving rainforests, 
enthralling lagoons and the colossal marble cliffs. 
Regarded as the country’s Last Frontier, El NIdo is a 
top-notch destination in Palawan. And even, globally 
recognized National Geographic Magazine can attest 
that this fascinating island is truly one of the best travel 
destinations in the world.

Dilumacad or Helicopter Island – The island boasts of a 
300-meter stretch of enticing sandy beach and limestone 
cliffs which appear to be a helicopter from a certain 
distance. That is why the island is also referred to as 
Helicopter Island. Discover its underwater tunnel at the 
northern part of the island and an outlaying reef on the 
southern end.

Tapiutan Island – Have a chance to scuba dive and 
snorkel at the abundant marine life in this island 
surrounded by limestone walls. The southeastern side of 
the island near the beach is a perfect venue for your 
picnic lunch.

Matinloc Island - Aptly named, for the word means 
“Beautiful” in the local dialect, Matinloc Island is a long 
thin islet with two gorgeous snorkeling areas: Kalmung 
Point and Kulasa beach. This amazing slim island also has 
four dive spots with the deepest at 124 feet deep where 
one can literally immerse oneself in the abundant marine 
life. But perhaps the most wonderful treasure that 
Matinloc Island has is the Secret Beach that can only be 
accessed by snorkeling or swimming into a narrow 
crevice in a rock wall. At noon, the sunlight streams in 
through this opening for a spectacular display against 
the limestone walls. So enchanting is Secret Beach that it 
is said to be the inspiration for Alex Garland’s novel, The 
Beach, which was actually written while he was in El 
Nido, and later adapted onto the big screen with a 
young Leonardo Di Caprio in the lead.

Star Beach – Search for nemo and over a hundred of 
other fishes living in the coral reefs near this island.Defi-
nitely a great snorkeling site. While you are enjoying your 
underwater adventure, your guides will prepare your 
delectable lunch by the beach.

Matinloc Shrine – To venerate the Blessed Virgin Mary, 
a sacred monument was erected in the island in 1982 
and was also called the Shrine of Our Lady of Matinloc 
and Shrine of the Blessed Virgin.

SAMPLE ADVENTURE/LEISURE
PACKAGES IN EL NIDO
• Air conditioned room accommodation
• Daily breakfast
• Sunset cruise with soft and alcoholic drinks
• Kayak tours between lagoons that includes: 
 BBQ meal, Kayak, Snorkeling gear, and best team!

A definite must see and visit in El Nido is the Cadlao 
Island which is the largest island with 1,006 hectares and 
has the highest peak at 609 meters above sea level in El 
Nido. With its vast land area, it is not surprising that it 
maintains and preserves a good number of natural 
wonders such as an abundant rainforest and immaculate 
beaches which are ideal for snorkeling.
An awesome sedimentary rock formation, a beach and a 
snorkeling area---all tucked in one area: the Cadlao 
Lagoon.

Cadlao Island - Of all the islands in El Nido, Cadlao has 
the highest peak at 609 meters above sea level. It is the 
largest island, with a land area of 1,006 hectares. Cadlao 
Island is known for its white sand beaches, hidden 
lagoons, and its lush forest cover. Cadlao Island is one 
of the best places to snorkel. If you are lucky you may 
even sea a sea turtle!

Pasandigan Beach - The beach in Pasandigan is an area 
for snorkeling, swimming, and picnic lunches during 
island-hoping trips.

Nat Nat Beach &Bucal Beach – These picturesque 
beaches of Bacuit Bay where plenty of coral reefs 
abound are ideal for snorkeling and diving. Catch the 
captivating view of the sunset after getting a nice tan in 
the afternoon.

Paradise Beach – Its west and southern areas are 
perfect diving sites. Ideal venue for picnics, this 
powdery white sand beach has wide shallow waters

ISLAND BEACHES

and Shrine of the Blessed Virgin. (Additional)

                      - Is a serene, secluded paradise accessible only
by water, known for its fine white sand, clear blue waters, and
vibrant marine life. Nestled behind limestone cliffs, it offers a
tranquil escape in a natural, less crowded setting.

Hidden Beach

snorkeling area---all tucked in one area: the Cadlao Lagoon

the afternoon. Ipil Beach will be visited as well of course.



Palawan is every creature's paradise. This unspoilt expanse is an honest-to-goodness 
eco-tourism zone. Emerald waters, towering limestone cliffs, impressive forest cover, 
diverse marine ecosystem looked after with a sincere effort to manage, recycle and 
dispose of waste properly by all stewards of nature; it's almost unbelievably perfect. 
Finally a land where nature looks robust and obviously pampered. The terrain in 
Palawan is diverse yet simply breathtaking as seen from any angle. There is no limit 
to the amount of fun and memories made here: swimming with the fish, trekking, 
birdwatching, exploring the Puerto Princesa Subterranean River, exploring unique 
white sand beaches and coves, and island hopping. It's like a dream, like being in 
many realms at once, like owning a bit of time in this paradise.   

Located in Sabang, Puerto princesa and considered to 
be the most important conservation in Palawan and even in the Philippines. 
It is about 8.2 Kilometers long.

Set sail for the Underground River in the morning and enter a quiet lagoon beneath rugged 
limestone cliffs. Enter a pitch-dark cave which the water nearly hides at high tide The 
underground river by the way, topped voting in the New 7 Wonders of Nature competition, 
and attract many local and foreign tourists each day.

Just a short drive away from Puerto princesa city, 
giant sea turtles, the golden sun and gleaming sand, 
an unforgettable island hopping from Snake to Pandan 
Island and the running tour of other islands with their 
shallow reefs and picturesque shores.

We’re working with the top resorts in El Nido and can 
provide the best experiences with Water cottages, 
Beach villas on Isolated islands with full board meals 
and activities.

TOURS IN PALAWAN ISLAND

Short information on Palawan

UNDERGROUND RIVER DAY TOUR

EL NIDO LUXURY EXPERIENCE

HONDA BAY ISLAND HOPPING



First of all, it’s Boracay - not Bora. In recent years it has 
been called “Bora” by both tourist and locals so much 
that people tend to forget its real name. There is a 
Bora-Bora Island but that is an entirely different island 
located off the coast of French Polynesia. Although also 
a tourist destination, THIS small island, approximately 
315kms south of Manila, has garnered quite a few titles 
which include Best Island in the World in 2012 by Travel 
+ Leisure magazine. It is likely that some tourists do get 
confused by the two islands with similar names so 
perhaps introductions are in order.

White Beach.  A long stretch of white sandy beach is the 
island’s central attraction. The Boracay of today is so much 
different from the Boracay this writer first encountered 
many many moons ago. The Borarcay now is a far cry from 
the quiet little island I first visited. Of course, the pristine 
White Beach, the most popular Boracay beach, has always 
been a part of the island but now the whole stretch is filled 
with numerous commercial establishments from various 
luxury and budget accommodations to posh and trendy 
restaurants. Still, the developments in the island did not 
take away its beauty. 

Willy’s Rock. This lone islet along White Beach has a 
statue of Mother Mary. Devotees and non-devotees alike 
flock to this spot to watch the sunset, the ocean and of 
course, to take ‘selfies’ with the rock as the background! 

Mount Luho. The highest peak in Boracay has a stunning 
view of the entire island. Tourists can tour  Mount Luho by 
via ATV or All Terrain Vehicle , that can be rented at very 
reasonable rates.

RECOMMENDED ACTIVITIES

Various Water Activities. Swimming, snorkeling,
Banana Boat riding, Kayaking, Helmet diving, windsurf-
ing, kiteboarding, kitesurfing or just plopping yourself on 
the white sands and basking in the glorious rays of the 
sun, there’s simply no place better for all of this than 
Boracay. Bulabog Beach, which is the next most popular 
beach, is perfect for windsurfing and kiteboarding. 
For Off-the-beach Activities. Don’t miss the chance to 
take a ride in a car buggy or famously called ATV and 
drive in one of the highest points in the island. Or you 
might want to check out the Zorb where you will be 
strapped inside this gigantic ball and rolled off at a 
certain height. Definitely not for the faint hearted and 
those with dizziness problems but also definitely loads of 
fun!
Fire Dancers. During the day Boracay is a Sun 
Worshipper’s Paradise but at night the partying gets 
literally fiery as fire dancers entertain with their 
jaw-dropping maneuvers and sexy routines. Some 
beach-front restaurants hold exclusive fire dance shows 
but you will definitely get a glimpse of these talented 
and amazing dancers performing their ‘incendiary’ moves 
along the beach.  
Vibrant Nightlife. There are live bands, dance clubs and 
the more down beat ‘acoustic’ or ‘unplugged’ shows to 
choose from and  whatever your partying fancy you can 
find it here. Or if a little night time serenity is what you’re 
craving then you can just enjoy a nice cool drink while 
watching the sea lazily lapping its waves in the dark. 
Whether it’s to dance the night away, Rock n’ Roll all 
night, pig out or just chill out, nighttime in Boracay is 
simply divine. 

As the locals and tourist who come here often say, 
Life is DEFINITELY better in Boracay!

A Glimpse of Boracay Island



DAY 1
Pick up at the airport, and proceed to the hotel for an over 
gnhit in Manila
 

DAY 2 / PAGSANJAN FALLS
After breakfast will be heading Pagsanjan Located in 
Laguna, Pgasanjan Falls is one of the most visited tourist 
spot south of Manila and is the place where the movie 
“Apocalypse now” with Marlon Brando was shot. Vast rice 
fields and coconut plantation can be seen along the way. 
From a riverside resort, then you will be transferred to a 
“banca” (a dugout canoe) for the trip to the falls. Once the 
trip starts, you will enjoy the lush greeneries and towering 
cliffs. At the end of the trip is the major falls wherein you 
will transfer to a raft to enjoy the pouring of water. After 
Pagsanjan tour, back to the hotel in Manila
 

DAY 3 / TAAL VOLCANO
After breakfast proceed to Tagaytay. Discover the breath 
taking Taal Volcano situated in Tagaytay. The Volcano 
erupted in 1977,and has done quite a lot of damage even 
though it is considered to be the smallest active volcano in 
the world. The tour takes by boat across the Taal Lake 
which surrounds the Vocalno. Then the tour continues with 
horse riding up the mountain of Taal. After Taal trek you 
will be heading Pampanga Just a short ride away to the 
north is the charming province of Pampanga. A haven for 
people who want to experience the leisurely pace of the 
countryside, Pampanga is also known for its sumptuous 
cuisine. Welcome and have a good day! “Makusuelong 
pamagbisita keni Pampanga”. From there proceed to the 
hotel for an overnight in Pampanga.
 

DAY 4 /  PINATUBO VOLCANO TREKKING
Early morning(EST. 05:00am-05:30am) will be heading to 
Capas Junction, where you will be transferred to a 4x4 
vehicle and start your Pinatubo Adventure. Mt Pinatubo is 
part of a chain of volcanoes which lie along the western 
side of the edge of the Island of Luzon. Before the 
Catastrophic eruption of 1991, Pinatubo was an inconspicu-
ous volcano, Unknown to most people in the surrounding 
areas. Today the mountain is one of the famous tourists 
attractions it the country, and attract many tourists every 
year. After the trek at the Pinatubo, you will visit the aetas, 
the local natives, and experience the village life style. At 
the end of the tour proceed to the hotel for an overnight.
 

DAY 5 / PAMPANGA – BANAUE
After breakfast proceed from Pampanga to Banaue, the 
home of the famous rice terraces. On the way you will 
cross several provinces up to Banaue. The Banaue rice 
terraces, or as called here, “Hagdan-Hagdang Palayan ng 
Banawe”, are 2000 years old terraces that were carved 
into the mountains of Ifugao by ancestors of the 
indigenous people. We call it The eighth wonder of the 
world! After Est. fo 10-12 hours ride, Arirval and check in 
at the hotel. – Banaue
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A SAMPLE OF AMAZING

PHILIPPINE PACKAGE

DAY 3 / VOLCANIC ADVENTURE AT PUNING
After breakfast, the day will begin with an adventure around the
active volcano, also known as Mount Pinatubo, located in the
western part of Luzon, about a two-hour drive from Manila in the
Pampanga province. Mount Pinatubo is famous for a massive
volcanic eruption that occurred over two decades ago. On its
slopes, you'll find the Puning Spa and the hot springs called
"Puning," established by the locals. A local jeepney will take you
through a maze of stunning landscapes, passing through winding
paths created by centuries of volcanic eruptions. During the off-
road journey, you'll make several stops at hot and cold springs
stations, where you can enjoy special treatments, such as spa
treatments in warm volcanic sand with healing properties based
on tribal traditions, facial treatments using cool volcanic mud, hot
and cold pools, and other adventurous activities.



DAY 6 / TWO OPTIONS:
A. Batad village trekking
Early morning after breakfast at the hotel, Jeepney, the 
locaml anufactured vehicle that remind the American 
military jeepneys’, will pick us up at the hotel and will take 
us to the Batad saddle, where the trek down to Batad 
village begin. The way to the Saddle will take around 1 
hour off-road. From the Saddle will walk down to the 
village, Batad village located in the center of the 
fascinating Rice terraces valley upon your arrival to the 
village you will meet the locals, the natives who lives there, 
You will cross the village and will climb up to the rice 
terraces view point, where you can see the whole valley 
and the village at the center. If there is enough time and 
energy you will be visiting the falls behind the mountain. 
Afternoon time start climbing up to the Batad saddle and 
back to Banaue Hotel. - Banaue

B. Hapao Rice Terraces
Morning of that day after breakfast a Jeepney will pick you 
up and will take you to the view point of the rice terraces 
of Banaue, from there you will head the Hapao rice 
terraces.
Visit at the wooden craft workshop and Hiwag village. 
Later at the evening of that day you can visit the market of 
Banaue, a small but cute market with unique souvenirs 
from the north. Back to the hotel for an over night.

DAY 7 /  SAGADA
After Breakfast you will be heading to Sagada, the 
picturesque lovely town, where there is no time. In Sagada 
you may view the Hanging coffins where the natives used 
to bury their relatives on a cliff. Then visit the caves where 
water flowing under your legs and bats above your head, 
Nice water falls and friendly people. After a day tour in 
Sagada, you will head Sagada town or Banaue to spend 
the night.

DAY 8 / BANAUE/SAGADA TO MANILA
After Breakfast, not very early, proceed to Manila, the way 
takes about 10 h-12 hours. You may stop for picture taking 
and some refreshments.

 
 

DAY 9 / DAY TOUR MANILA
From the hotel, proceed to a day tour in Manila, a whole 
day of the history and the hidden corners of Manila. There 
is a lot to tell about Manila, from the Spanish era through 
the revolution and up to these days. Then continue to the 
Chinese cemetery, and visit the business district of Manila 
with many more interesting sites!
 

DAY 10 / MANILA TO PUERTO PRINCESA
After breakfast proceed to the airport for the flight to 
Puerto princesa, the place where the Underground river 
located and, just lately won as one of the seven wonders 
of the world.
Upon arrival you will be taken to Sabang, the place where 
the tours to the underground river originates.
 

DAY 11-15 / PUERTO PRINCESA 
UNDERGROUND RIVER & EL NIDO
The Puerto princesa subterranean river national park is one 
of the most important biodiversity conservation areas of 
the Philippines. It features a spectacular limestone of karsts 
landscape that contain an 8.2km long underground river. 
A distinguishing feature of the river is that it flows directly 
into the sea, and the lower half portion of the river is 
brackish and Subject to tidal influence. The next day after 
breakfast, you will be Heading El-Nido, Est. 4-5 hours drive 
to the northern area of Palawan, the place where you can 
enjoy fresh air, white sand, blue lagoons, the life underwa-
ter… In short, Hidden heaven. In one of Elnido Hotels, you 
can just relax or you can chose to experience all the 
activities the hotel have to offer, from Snorkeling, through 
Island hoping to Isolated beached and lagoons to Diving 
and water sports. On the last day, Pick up at the resort and 
heading to the airport, for the flight to Manila. On that day 
you may chose either to have free time and relaxation at 
the hotel or just tour around the city of Manila over night in 
Manila.
 

DAY 16 / LEAVING MANILA
Pick up at the hotel to the airport – Your next destination…

** By the way, you may reach Banaue rice terraces with a flight!** By the way, you may reach Banaue rice terraces with a flight!



For most holiday destinations, there will come a point where tourists will say “been there, 
done that”. This is not the case with the Philippines and its 7,107 islands, each boasting its 
unparalleled beauty and majestic features that make people keep coming back for more. 
Siargao happens to be one of those places that tourists just keep coming back to, because 
there always seems to be more to explore, and they are not in the least bit mistaken. What 
Siargao offers go beyond surfing and lounging on the sand. Many who have experienced 
Siargao at least once can attest to the addictive pull of this island and how it never gets old 
no matter how many times you have come to visit it. 

Surfers sample package

Arrival to Manila / Cebu Island, an overnight and 
rest

Next day a direct flight to Siargao, one of the 
country’s top surfing destination. Upon arrival 
proceed to Cloud 9 area.

Next day start your 5 days surfing vacation with 
some Island tours before leaving the Island.

Tourismo Filipino arrange a complete surfing 
packages in Siargao island, with full board meals, 
amazing resorts, and the best surfing spots.

THERE ARE FEW MORE SURFING 
DESTINATIONS IN THE PHILIPPINES, 
AND YOU MAY EXPLORE THEM AS 
WELL, SUCH AS, LA UNION AND BALER.

SURFING FOR SURFERS
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Tourismo Filipino partnered with the most reliable and 
leading companies in the Philippines for diving packages.

SOME OF THE TOP DIVING DESTINATIONS

Puerto Galera
Anilao – only a stone-throw away from vibrant Manila - is 
endowed with healthy reefs offering a diversity of marine 
life, excellent for spotting macro critters. Some of the 
most intricate and complex marine ecosystems are found 
in this region

Tubbataha Reef National Marine Park
Several hundred miles from civilization, in the middle of 
the Sulu Sea, lies the Tubbataha Reef – a National Park 
and World Hertiage Site only accessible by a Liveaboard. 
On this trip you will experience world class diving!

Apo Reef & Coron
Visit the world famous Apo Reef or take the combined 
route and explore the famous ship wrecks of Coron. 
Crystal clear waters, a diverse marine life with 285 species 
of fish and 197 spicies of corals and the high chance of 
seeing large marine animals makes this Liveaboard trip 
unforgettable.

Visayas
Watch the famous tresher sharks of Malapascua, explore 
surreal shipwrecks and enjoy one of the most beatiful 
marine sactuaries at Apo Island! This cruise brings you to 
the best diving destinations of the Visayas…

Southern Leyte
Southern Leyte is a province of the Philippines located in 
the Eastern Visayas region.  Maasin City is the capital of 
the province and Limasawa, an island to the south is part 
of the province where the first Christian mass was held and 
is said to be the birthplace of Christianity in the 
Philippines.

SAMPLE DIVING PACKAGE

5 Days / 4 Nights Dive Seafari/ Central Visayas Route
Seasonal

The starting point of this Seafari is Moalboal. Stay at the 
Lodge and dive with the diving center in Moalboal for a 
few days before the safari heads off.

5days/4night, on full board base, 11 day dives, 2 
night dives.

Itinerary: Moalboal >Apo Island > Siquijor Island > 
Panglao Island, Bohol Apo Island, located in the 
Philippines, in the Central Visayas Region. This island 
and its reefs are rated as one of the top 10 dive sites in 
the world. Hundreds of species of fish and marine life 
can be found on the reefs surrounding this small 
volcanically formed island. The island is a diamond 
in the underwater-crown of the Philippines.

Siquijor is a haven for great macro. Reefs scenery varies 
from nursery grounds with all kinds of small fish and 
creatures to steep walls with giant overhangs, steep 
slopes with beautiful soft corals and spectacular night 
dives. The night diving is spectacular here, don’t miss 
out on it!

1st day; 
5 hours by Bangka boat from Moalboal to Apo Island 
make (2) two dives before check into the Resort.

This beach resort is set up on a beautiful white beach, in 
a small cove with on both sides limestone cliffs. The 
resort structures are practically on the beach.  It’s a 
beach resort in the finest sense of the word. Basis but 
comfortable rooms will accommodate you for (2) two 
nights. Don’t expect luxury here, its tropical island 
lifestyle.  Fresh water is provided but not running water.  
A generator provides electricity until 1 am. After that it’s 
the sea breeze and the sound the waves. Overall the 
scenery and atmosphere of the place by far compensate 
for the lack of these modern day services.
 
2nd day; 
make (3) three dives at Apo Island.

3rd day; 
make two (2) more dives at Apo Island. After lunch travel 
by Bangka to Siquijor Island. Check into a Beach Resort.  
At sunset head out for (1) one more dive, a night dive.

4th day; 
make (3) three dives at Siquijor Island.

5th day; 
make two (2) final dives at Siquijor then travel by Bangka 
boat to Alona Beach, Panglao Island. Check into the 
Resort. End of the dive safari.

Extend your dive holiday by staying a few more days at 
any alona beach Resorts and dive with the diving club in 
Bohol.

DIVING THE PHILIPPINES
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Our goal is to design a package that is suitable for 
both adults and kids, so each family member will 
feel special and will enjoy the experience.

During your family vacation in the Philippines you’ll 
have the chance to experience the northern part of 
the Philippines, and to travel to the Famous 
“Eighth wonder of the world” (They call it) to meet 
the local and to walk between and above the rice 
terraces. Jeepney ride is a must!

Even historical sites such as Manila old city - 
“Intramuros”, gets a lot more interesting with a 
Bambike ride. A Bamboo made Bicycle to tour 
around and inside the walled city.

Many reasons exist for to decide on Philippines as 
the vacation destination. Besides its friendly people 
and stunning beaches, English is widely spoken 
here. it is unofficially the national language so you 
and your family don't need to have trouble 
communication.

Tourismo FIlipino professional team will design for 
you and with you the dream family vacation, with 
years of experience with family and group trips, we 
know around and the in & outs of each of the 
Philippine islands.

During family designed trips, we are paying 
attention to the smallest details to suit your needs, 
from short drive between destinations, suitable 
restaurants and stopovers if long drive is necessary, 
and of course unique and exciting content in each 
destination.
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Looking for the best destination for your family vacation? Breathtaking 
sceneries? Beaches? Nature? Family trip with top Philippine attractions!

FAMILY TRIPS IN THE

PHILIPPINES JUST GOT BETTER!

* In our website, you may find some good ideas for a decent and enjoyable family vacation.
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A SAMPLE FAMILY
TRIP PACKAGE:
DAY 1

Arrival to Manila, Pick up at the airport and going 
to the hotel. Overnight Manila

DAY 2 / MANILA DAY TOUR

Discover historical sites within Manila. Visit sites 
like: the famous Rizal Park, the Manila American 
Cemetery and its memorial with its 17,206 marble 
stones, The Fort Santiago. The tour continues 
with a visit to San Agustin Church, the oldest 
stone church in the city which has a museum of 
religious and secular art.

In addition we will also visit Barrio San Luis which 
is a complex of reconstructed housing from the 
19th century. In addition the tour will include a 
visit to the Makati Business District, Casa Manila 
and Bahay Tsinoy

** You may shorten the trip as you wish and 
proceed to the Ocean park to enjoy Manila
water world just in-front of Manila bay.

DAY 3 / MANILA TO PAGSANJAN DAY TOUR

After breakfast you will be heading Pagsanjan, 
Located in Laguna, Pagsanjan Falls is one of the 
most visited tourist spots south of Manila, and is 
the place where the movie “Apocalypse now” 
with Marlon Brando was shot. Vast rice fields and 
coconut plantation can be seen along the way. 
From a riverside resort, you will transfer to a 
“banca” (a dugout canoe) for the trip to the falls. 
Once the trip starts, you will enjoy the lush 
greeneries and towering cliffs. At the end
of the trip is the major falls wherein you will 
transfer to a raft to enjoy the pouring of water. 
After the tour heading to the hotel for over night 
in Manila.

DAY 4 / MANILA TO TAGAYTAY DAY TOUR

After breakfast you will be heading Tagaytay, 
there you can experience Taal Volcano. Discover 
the breathtaking Taal Volcano situated in 
Tagaytay. The Volcano that erupted in 1977 and 
has done quite a lot of damage, even though it is 
considered to be the smallest active volcano in 
the world. The tour takes by boat across the Taal 
Lake, which surrounds the Volcano. The tour 
continues with a horse ride up the mountain of 
Taal. After the tour, heading to the hotel for 
overnight in Manila

DAY 4 / MOUNT PINATUBO VOLCANO TREK

In the very early morning, between 5:00-5:30 AM, you
will depart for the Mount Pinatubo volcano for a trek to
its crater. Mount Pinatubo is part of a volcanic chain that
stretches along the western edge of the Luzon Island.
Before the catastrophic eruption in 1991, Pinatubo was
not well-known, especially not as an active volcano to
the local residents. Today, it is considered one of the
country's top tourist destinations, attracting thousands
of tourists every year. After the trek to Mount Pinatubo,
you will visit the village of the Aetas, the indigenous
people of the area. The visit will last about an hour and
a half, giving you the opportunity to interact with the
locals, experience the authentic village life that hasn't
changed for centuries, and provide various supplies that
you can distribute to the children and adults in the
village.

in Manila.

transfer to a raft to enjoy the pouring of water.



DAY 5 / MANILA TO BANAUE

After breakfast, proceed to Banaue, the home of 
the famous rice terraces. On the way you will cross 
several provinces up to Banaue. The Banaue rice 
terraces, or as called here, “Hagdan-Hagdang 
Palayan ng Banawe”, are 2000 years old terraces 
that were carved into the mountains of Ifugao in 
the Philippines by ancestors of the indigenous 
people. We call it The eighth wonder of the world! 
Arrival and check in at the hotel for an overnight in 
Banaue.
•  You may take the flight to an nearby airport

DAY 6 / SAGADA DAY TOUR

After breakfast, pick up and going to Sagada, the 
place where the time stopped, where you can see 
the hanging coffins and the unique sites of the 
picturesque town, You may enjoy the local pottery 
and experience the actual pottery making, after the 
tour, going back to Banaue for an overnight. 

DAY 7 / A LIGHT TOUR TO HAPAO RICE 
TERRACES

Morning of that day, after breakfast a Jeepney will 
pick you up and will take you to the viewpoint of 
the rice terraces of Banaue, from there you will 
head the Hapao rice terraces. Visit at the wooden 
craft workshop and Hiwang village. Later at the 
evening of that day you can visit the market of 
Banaue, a small but cute market with unique 
souvenirs from the north. Back to the hotel for an 
overnight in Banaue.
 

DAY 8 / BANAUE TO MANILA.

After breakfast going back to Manila, the way 
takes about 10-12 hours. You can stop on the way, 
take pictures and refreshments. Overnight Manila
•  You may fly back to Manila and proceed to 
Boracay with a connecting flight.

DAY 9 -12

4 Days/3 Nights Boracay vacation - When your 
boat sails off the Isle of Boracay, and you finally 
set your bare feet on sugary fine white sand, it is 
the beginning of one of the best times of your life. 
In Boracay you can do anything you just want, 
Rest and Relax, Tour the Island and enjoy its water 
sports  activities and Feel the beat of Boracay’s 
Nightlife! All you just need, you may find in this 
Island.

DAY 12

After breakfast, proceed to the Airport of 
Boracay for a flight to Manila. Overnight Manila

DAY 13

Flight out - To your next destination
We strongly suggest to extend your stay and 
include Palawan island after (or) before Boracay 
Island.

Interested with more Leisure? More activities 
for the kids? Just tell us and we will design 
your tour as you wish :-)



You are probably in the midst of planning your wedding and looking to see which places would make for 
excellent honeymoon spots. Honeymoon in the Philippines can be a rewarding and exciting experience. 
Be sure to consider the different options before making final plans. One thing is certain, though, couples 
will have a lot of fun regardless of where they decide to go.

SO WHY HONEYMOON
IN THE PHILIPPINES?

Honeymooning couples who are looking to soak 
up the sun will certainly have fun frolicking in the 
sandy beaches of El Nido. 
Apart from swimming, couples can also snorkel, 
dive, and island hop while in El Nido. Dining is 
also quite a treat since Palawan has some of the 
best seafood in the country. Locally sourced fish is 
always the highlight of most meals served in El 
Nido restaurants.

Want rich and active nightlife, amazing hotels and 
great food? Take a flight to Boracay Island and 
party hard during the night and Enjoy water 
sports activities during the day.

For those who are natural explorers by heart, 
diving to see the shipwreck in Sangat and Lusong 
is a stop you have to make. A Japanese supply 
fleet sank in the waters of Coron in 1944, and all 
five ships are still underwater till now. 

Well.. Honeymoon in the Philippines can have so 
many shapes and colors, just choose your Island 
and book your ticket..



ARRIVED TO MANILA FOR A BUSINESS TRIP AND YOU HAVE A FREE DAY? 
ARE YOU BACK FROM THE ISLANDS AND WOULD LIKE TO SPEND A DAY OUT OF MANILA?

WE GOT IT COVERED FOR YOU WITH OUR SELECTED DAY TOURS IN AND OUT OF MANILA, 
JUST A RIDE AWAY! HERE ARE JUST SOME OF OUR TOURS..

PINATUBO - TREK TO PINATUBO MOUNTAIN
Early morning (EST. 05:00am-05:30am) will be heading to Capas Junction, where you will be transferred 
to a 4x4 vehicle and start your Pinatubo Adventure. Mt Pinatubo is part of a chain of volcanoes which lie 
along the western side of the edge of the Island of Luzon. Before the Catastrophic eruption of 1991, 
Pinatubo was an inconspicuous volcano, unknown to most people in the surrounding areas. Today the 
mountain is one of the famous tourists attractions it the country, and attract many tourists every year.

TREK TO TAAL VOLCANO
Discover the breath taking Taal Volcano situated 
in Tagaytay. The Volcano erupted in 1977,and 
has done quite a lot of damage even though it is
considered to be the smallest active volcano in the 
world. The tour takes by boat across the Taal Lake 
which surrounds the Vocalno. Then the tour 
continues with horse riding up the mountain of 
Taal.

PAGSANJAN FALLS DAY TOUR
Pgasanjan Falls is one of the most visited tourist 
spot south oMf anila and is the place where the 
movie “Apocalypse now” with Marlon Brando was 
shot. Vast rice fields and coconut plantation can 
be seen along the way. From a riverside resort, 
then you will be transferred to a “banca” (a 
dugout canoe) for the trip to the falls.

MANILA DAY TOUR
a whole day to the history and the hidden corners 
of Manila. There is a lot to tell about Manila, from 
the Spanish era through the revolution and up to 
these days. Then continue to the Chinese 
cemetery, and visit the business district of Manila 
with many more interesting sites!
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VOLCANIC ADVENTURE - PUNING

PAGSANJAN FALLS DAY TOUR

PINATUBO - TREK TO PINATUBO MOUNTAIN

MANILA DAY TOUR

After breakfast, the day will begin with an adventure
around the active volcano, also known as Mount
Pinatubo, located in the western part of Luzon, about a
two-hour drive from Manila in the Pampanga province.
Mount Pinatubo is famous for a massive volcanic
eruption that occurred over two decades ago. On its
slopes, you'll find the Puning Spa and the hot springs
called "Puning," established by the locals.



Incentive tours in the Philippines considered to 
be the most interesting tours in the world. For 
those who are are looking for a team building 
activities, adventure trips or a leisure time on the 
beach, the Philippines will suit you perfectly!

From Banaue rice terraces unique experiences 
between villages, through 4x4 multi day trips up 
to a “live like local” experiences during the day 
with luxury accommodation during the nights.

Manila as well can be a perfect place to start 
your incentive activity, a wonderful and vibrant 
city, where you can find some of country's best 
restaurants, a great selection of hotels and 
excellent meeting facilities. This, combined with 
a large gastronomical offer and many great 
clubs. Day trips from Manila during the days can 
be perfect for every Manila experience.

We take care of all the small details for you, all 
you need to do is to sit and enjoy the ride.

Popular Destinations for incentive travel are: 
Pagsanjan falls, Taal Volcano, South Cebu, 
Bohol, Boracay, Puerto galera and even the 
Banaue rice terraces. 

Production: We do not only design your tour, 
we produce an experience for you, A tailor 
made experience just for your needs. Trips that 
compose of Cultural activities, Nature, Gastro-
nomic experiences, Cooking lessons of local 
dishes in local native houses, A spa day and of 
course rich nightlife. 

Branding: We’ll brand the mountain for your, the 
horses, the boats, The Jeepney, The Bangka’s 
during an island hopping, the streets during a 
street party, The pillows at the hotel, and if we 
need we’ll brand the dishes. We can do it 
anywhere, Land, sea and air. We’re up for the 
challenge! 
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INCENTIVE TRAVELS

with luxury accommodation in the Islands



 

Landline:

info@tourismo-filipino.com
tourismofilipino@gmail.com

www.tourismo-filipino.comwww.tourismo-filipino.com
Facebook.com/tourismo.7107


